Introduction
The most important development in complexity theory during the past decade is the theory of P versus NP (Cook, 1971; Karp, 1972 ; see Garey & Johnson, 1979 , for an account). The class P of "feasible" problems--solvable in polynomial time--is compared with the (probably) much larger class NP, which seems tO include most computational problems that come up in practice. Some insight on Cook's fundamental hypothesis "P # NP" is provided by "polynomial-time reductions". This approach singles out the "hardest" problems in NP--one of them is the satisfiability problem for propositional formulas--and shows that Cook's hypothesis is actually equivalent to proving that satisfiability is not in P.
This tutorial presents Valiant's (1979a Valiant's ( , 1982 arithmetic analogue of the Boolean theory. The objects now are not Boolean functions or decision problems, but (families of) multivariate polynomials over an arbitrary ground field. The notion of p-projection (somewhat more stringent than reduction) now singles out the hardest polynomials among the p-definable ones (corresponding to problems in NP); the permanent is such a "p-complete" family of polynomials (in characteristic different from two). (The terms "Cook's hypothesis" and "Valiant's hypothesis" were coined by Strassen, 1986 .) The Boolean problem of computing integer permanents is #P-complete; at least as hard as NP-complete (Valiant, 1979b) . Now Valiant's central hypothesis is that some p-definable polynomials are not p-computable (corresponding to problems not in P). Valiant's hypothesis implies that the permanent is not p-computable (in characteristic different from two). As early as 1913, P61ya and Szeg5 considered the problem whether the permanent can be expressed as the determinant of a matrix. Valiant's hypothesis could now be proven by an appropriate answer to this classical question: If the permanent is not a qp-projection of the determinant, then the permanent is not qp-computable (and hence not p-computable). Here "qp" stands for "quasi-polynomial time" 2 ~°g"°m, rather than polynomial time n °~ t) fo.r input size n.
In the wake of NP-completeness, a number of techniques have been devised to deal with NP-complete problems in some sense different from the immediate one: approximate solutions, probabilistic algorithms and estimates, average case analysis, and, on a different level, relativisation techniques.
Valiant's arithmetic theory might have impact on computer algebra in several ways. First, once the inherent difficulty of some problems is accepted, one may try to devise techniques similar to the ones mentioned above that circumvent the problems that are unavoidable in the straightforward approach.
Second, it may shed light on difficulties that have been observed in practice. An example is the computation of iterated partial derivatives: expressions have been noted to become unmanageably large after some partial derivatives are taken, and Caviness & Epstein (1978) give examples involving exponentials where the memory required increases exponentially. Valiant (see section 4) shows that iterated partial derivatives of harmless (i.e. p-computable) polynomials may become p-complete.
Third, the whole development makes it clear that "straight-line programs" may be an advantageous data structure for representing multivariate polynomials. In theory, this approach is strictly more powerful than the popular "sparse representation", because the latter is a special case to which the former can be efficiently converted (Kaltofen, 1986) , but the straight-line representation can handle special polynomials with a very large number of nonzero coefficients, e.g. determinants of polynomial matrices. Von zur Gathen (1985) (for testing irreducibility) and Kaltofen (1986) (for gcd's and factoring) have shown theoretical feasibility of this approach, by solving standard problems of symbolic manipulation in this data structure in random polynomial time. In the sparse representation, irreducible factors may have a length which is more than polynomial in the input size (yon zur Gathen & Kaltofen, 1985 ). Kaltofen's powerful results show that this unpleasant phenomenon does not happen in the straight-line representation. Freeman et al. (1986) report implementation of a system based on this approach, in LISP with an interface to MACSVMA. Many symbolic manipulation packages, such as MACSVMA, only allow expressions as representations of polynomials. Some newer languages, such as Maple, have a "remember" option which is closer to using programs as representations.
Fourth, it is a well-known experience in "structured vs general computation" (Borodin, 1982) that the additional structure in algebraic computation (over Boolean computation) may give us the power to prove lower bounds for which we lack the tools in the Boolean context. In our case, it is a tantalising problem whether Valiant's arithmetic analogue of "P ¢ NP" is easier to prove than Cook's hypothesis concerning Boolean problems. As noted above, Valiant's hypothesis would follow from the appropriate answer to a classical mathematical question, namely whether the permanent can only be expressed as the determinant of a matrix with huge increase in size. This might be proved by purely algebraic means, or, over finite fields, by combinatorial methods. Von zur Gathen (1987) goes a tiny step in this direction.
The tutorial is organised as follows. In section 2, we consider several measures of computational complexity for polynomials: straight-line program complexity (with nonscalar and division-free variants), expression size, and depth (= parallel time for straightline programs). The p-computable polynomials are defined as those that have "feasible" straight-line programs (i.e. of polynomial length) and reasonable (polynomially-bounded) degree. Under the more generous constraint of quasi-polynomial length, programs and arithmetic expressions (= formulas) become equally powerful.
In section 3, we prove "universality" of the determinant: every polynomial of qp-bounded expression size can be expressed as the determinant of a small matrix. An emphasis of this tutorial are detailed proofs in this section, and section 5.
Section 4 introduces the notion of p-definable polynomials, and gives several characterisations. If, on input the binary encoding of an exponent vector, a deterministic polynomial-time Turing machine can decide whether the coefficient of the corresponding monomial is zero or one (and no other coefficients occur), then the polynomial is p-definable. The set of p-definable polynomials is closed under operations such as taking partial derivatives, integrals, and coefficients, while the p-computable ones are not, under Valiant's hypothesis.
Section 5, the piece de rdsistance, shows that the permanent (in characteristic different from two) and the Hamiltonian cycle polynomial are p-complete.
All results of this tutorial are due to Valiant, unless otherwise attributed.
The Model of Computation
Let F be a field, and x~ .... , x, indeterminates over F. Following Strassen (1972) co i e { +, -, *,/} is a binary operation, and j~, k~ < i are numbers of previous instructions.
We will usually only consider the result sequence (ul,..., ut) of such a program P, defined by u~ = P~ in the second ease, and
otherwise. We stipulate that no division by the rational function zero occurs. The length of the program is the number of arithmetic operations used. The program computes the rational function u~F(xl ..... x,). For a given rational function f~F (xl ..... x~) , the complexity L*F(f) off is the smallest length of programs that compute f. EXAMPLE 2.1. P1 = xl, P2 = x2, Pa = (*, 1, 1), P4 = (*, 2, 2), Ps = (+, 3, 4) describes a z 2 x~ + x~). The program computes program of length 3, with result sequence (xl, x2, xl, x2, f= x~ + x~, so that L}(f) ~< 3, for any field F. [] The notion of "polynomial time" is a stable and mathematically satisfying property of algorithms which, in theoretical computer science, seems a good approximation to the distinction between the "feasible" algorithms--those that can be executed in practice on reasonably large inputs, and for which increased computer speed increases the range of solvable problems correspondingly--and the infeasible ones. The goal of the material presented here is to investigate this notion in an algebraic context.
Thus we consider families f= (£,),~N of polynomials , e FIx1, ..., x.t.) ], and want to know: Is L*(f.) a polynomial function of n? Trivially, L*v(f.) is not polynomial for examples like f.=x 22" or f.=xl+.,.+x2~. We will see that the permanent family--which has small degree and few variables--is a candidate for also not having polynomial complexity. Some results take on a nicer form if we are somewhat more generous and allow "quasi-polynomial time", i.e. 2 ~°g"°"~ operations for input size n. In order to develop the theory of p-computable polynomials, we introduce three other measures of complexity: division-free complexity, depth, and expression size. Although of some interest by themselves, in the context of this exposition they only serve as technical means to derive results about the natural measure L*.
As an aside, we first want to mention the non-scalar complexity 1_Y~(f), which will not be used in the sequel (Ostrowski, 1954; see Strassen, 1984 , for an overview). Here in a program as above, uj, and Uk, are allowed to be arbitrary linear combinations over F of 1, x 1 .... , x,, ul ..... u~_ 1. Thus only non-scalar multiplications and divisions contribute to the eost of a program. As an example, suppose that there exists i E F such that i 2 = -1. Then the program with ul = (xl +ix2) * (xl -ix2) computes f= x 2 + x], and thus ~rv~T"~: "21 + x]) = 1. However, if -1 has no square root in F, then no such one-liner exists, and ~rr"s:~2v~a + x22) = 2. If F~K are fields and feF [xl ..... x,] , then L*(f)~<L~(f); similarly for E '~. The above example shows that inequality may hold. The non-scalar complexity is a very satisfying measure, where powerful tools like Strassen's (1973a) Strassen (1973b) for the case h = I, and by Kaltofen (1986) in general; Borodin et al. (1982) deal with finite F. As an example, Gaussian elimination can be converted to a division-free program of size O(n 5) computing the determinant of an n x n-matrix.
In the sequel, we will only consider the computation of polynomials. As a consequence of Proposition 2.2, we may consider only division-free programs (where w~ ~ { +, -, *}, in the above notation), and define the division-free complexity Lp(f) as the smallest size of division-free programs that compute f We usually leave away the qualifier "divisionfree".
We first note that for "general" multivariate polynomials, LF is exponential in the degree d and the number n of variables (Strassen, 1974) . THEOREM 2.3. Let F be an infinite field, d, ne N, P ~-F[xl,. . ., x,] (ii) actually holds for "almost all" polynomials, in the strong sense of algebraic geometry. In the following lower bounds, we only consider d = n for simplicity. THEOREM 2.4. Let F be an arbitrary field, and n~ 2. There exists a polynomial f e F [xl, . . ., x,] of degree at most n such that LF(f) >1 22"/10n 2.
PROOF. For infinite F, the claim follows from Theorem 2.3(ii). For finite F, one uses a counting argument similar to the Shannon-Lupanov lower bound for Boolean circuits (see Savage, 1976) . [] Using the more refined methods of number theory and algebraic geometry in Strassen (1974) and Heintz & Sieveking (1980) one can show that there exist polynomials f of degree n in n variables with all coefficients either 0 or 1 such that Lr(f) >>-2"In. One also obtains lower bounds for specific polynomials with integer or algebraic coefficients. As an example, let d >i 2, n f> 3, and for i= (il .... 
Continuing the general development, we define the depth of a program (P1, • •., P)) as the length d of a longest chain 1 ~< il < ia < " ' • < id of "consecutive steps", i.e. where e)~, ~ { +, -, *,/} and either j~, or k~, is from {il,..., it-t} for every l, 2 ~< l ~< d. The depth is the parallel execution time ' of the program. For a polynomial f, the depth Dr(f) is the smallest depth of (division-free) programs that compute f. EXAMPLE 2.5.
1. Let f= xl "x2 .... x,. Then Lr(f) = n-1, and Dr(f) = [-log nq. Here, as in the remainder of this tutorial, log means log2. 2. Let F be infinite, and f= 2,
The set of arithmetic expressions (or "formulas") over Fu{xl ..... x,} is defined inductively as follows. Every element from F u {xl .... , xn} is an expression, and if ~01 and ¢P2 are expressions, then so are (~ol + ¢P2) and (~ot * ~oz). The size of an expression ~0 is the number of + and * used to build it. ~p obviously represents a polynomial val(~o) ~ F [xl .... , x,] . For a polynomial f, the expression size EF(f) is the smallest size of expressions ¢p with val(~p)=f. EXAMPLE 2.6. The two expressions ((xl*xl)+(x2*x2)) and ((xl+(i*x2) )*(xx +(-i)*x2)) both represent f= x 2 +x 2 (assuming that iz=-i). The sizes are 3 and 5, respectively. [] An analogue of Proposition 2.2 holds, stating that one would not gain a lot by allowing divisions (Brent, 1974; see Borodin & Munro, 1975, section 6.3 Hyafil (1979) and (iii) in Brent (1974 (Valiant et al., 1983; Miller et al., 1986 , prove a variant of this result). This is an instance where the additional structure of arithmetic computations (here: degree) yields results which we do not have for Boolean computations; the Boolean analogue "P = NC 2"" is unlikely to be true. Von zur Gathen (1986) discusses general parallel arithmetic computations.
In order to study asymptotic complexity, we consider families f= (f,) Permanents were introduced by Binet (1813) and Cauchy (1813) . They occur naturally in several areas: in combinatorics, they describe the number of perfect matchings in a graph, and the number of solutions to the related probl~me des m~nages and probldme des rencontres. An account of the exciting story of van der Waerden's conjecture on permanents of doubly stochastic matrices is given in van Lint (1982) . In geometry, the metric on symmetric powers of matrices is described by permanents (see Blokhuis & Seidel, 1984) . The encyclopedic volume by Mine (1978) gives an overview oF the history and classical results about permanents, together with a complete bibliography up to 1977.
Both the determinant and permanent are special cases of the following construction. Let G ~ Sym,, be a subgroup of the symmetric group, z:G ~ C a character, and A ~ C n x an n x n-matrix over C. Then 'A,.,(,) q~G defines the Schur function belonging to X. When G = Sym, and X is irreducible, then d~ is the immanent defined by g. For the permanent, we take ~ = 1, and for the determinant, g--sign. (The complexity of immanents is hard to determine; see Hartmann (1983) for some results.)
A function t: ~-~ N is p-bounded (respectively qp-bounded) if there exists a constant c such that t(n)<<, n c (t(n)<~ 2 °°*n)°, respectively) for all n>j 3. Thus p-bounded stands for "polynomially-bounded", and a qp-bounded (for "quasi-polynomial") function is allowed to grow faster than any polynomial, but much slower than any exponential function 2"' for e > 0. (We ignore the values of t(n) for n ~< 2.)
A family f= (f.). ~ of polynomials with f.
respectively, if and only if v(n) and deg(f,) are p-bounded functions of n, and
respectively. We consider a family "feasible" if it is p-computable; this is the analogue for polynomials of the Boolean class P. The notions with "qp" have nicer stability properties than "p" (Proposition 2.10, Corollaries 3.2 and 5.5).
Restricting the degree is quite reasonable over infinite fields, e.g. over Q, where the binary representation of the value of a polynomial like x 2~ has exponential length even for small inputs. In a different setting--over varying finite fields--natural problems like the trace, testing for quadratic residuosity, or factoring polynomials, lead to polynomials of large degree, which can nevertheless be computed efficiently (yon zur Gathen & Seroussi, 1986) . EXAMPLE 2.9. The families SUM, PROD, and POWERSUM are p-expressible. DET is p-computable, using Gaussian elimination and Proposition 2.2. That ELSYMM is p-expressible follows from Reif (1986) if F has a primitive nth root of unity for infinitely many n, and from Eberly (1984) for arbitrary infinite F. [] The fastest known algorithm to compute the permanent is due to Ryser (1963) and based on a principle of inclusion and exclusion: Let heN, N={1 .... ,n}, and x = ((xtj)~.j~N) be an n x n-matrix of indeterminates over F. For 1 __q N, let Yl be the matrix obtained from x by replacing the columns i with i~1 by zero columns, and qs the product of the row sums of Yr. Then perx= ~ (-1) i ~ ql.
O<~i<n lc_N #l~i
This formula shows that LF(PER) = O(n2 n) and EF(PER) = O(n22n). In particular, it is not known whether PER is qp-computable. We remark that for depth or formula size, the non-scalar model /~ may not be appropriate. One example is an algorithm of Kung (1976) which computes x n over an algebraically closed field with non-scalar depth two. As another example, the sum formula for the n × n-determinant gives a program of non-scalar depth Flog2 n7 (and exponential length). In our model, it is known but not trivial that the determinant can be computed in depth O((log n) 2) and polynomial length (Csanky, 1976; Borodin et al., 1982; Berkowitz, 1984; Chistov, 1985) . Proposition 2.7 (iii) and the above results imply the best known upper bound 2 °cCt°gn~2~ on the expression size of the determinant; polynomial expression size would be a major (unexpected) result. Therefore, it seems that the nice relation D ~ log E may not hold for the non-scalar model. (Intuitively, it seems unfair to neglect the huge fan-in in the non-scalar program of depth log n for the determinant.) Kalorkoti (1985) shows that E(DET,)= f~(na). In section 4 we will introduce the class of "p-definable" families, to which all "naturally occurring" families of polynomials seem to belong. However, Valiant conjectures that many p-definable families are not feasible:
VALIANT'S HYPOTHESIS. Over any field, there exist p-definable families of polynomials which are not p-computable (Fig. 1) .
As for other similar conjectures in theoretical computer science, our civilisation does not seem ready for proofs of Valiant's hypothesis.
A fruitful approach to understanding such conjectures has been to introduce a notion of "reduction" (here: projection) and then exhibit specific "complete" candidates, which are "hardest" within their class. We will see that PER is p-complete, and thus Valiant's hypothesis is equivalent to the conjecture that PER is not p-computable (over a field of characteristic different from two; in characteristic two, PER = DET is p-computable).
Going back to Proposition 2.10, we note that the second implication is not reversible. It would be interesting to know whether the first implication can be reversed. This seems unlikely, since an affirmative answer would imply fp-cornputable ~ DF(f.) = O(log n), a result which I consider unlikely to be true.
One sees how much easier life gets by using "quasi-polynomial" rather than "polynomial": we do not have to distinguish between "expressible" and "computable" any more. 
am).
(ii) Let f=(~),~N and g=(gm),,,N be families of polynomials over F, with f, ~F [xt,..., xv(j and g,,eF[xl ... 
.. x,~(,~], and t: N--* N. f is a t-projection of g if and only if for every n there exists m ~ t(n) such that v(n), w(m) <~ t(n)
andf~ is a projection of gin. (iii) Let f, g be as in (ii). fis a p-projection of g if and only iffis a t-projection of g for some p-bounded t. Similarly, we define qp-projection. [] One can consider more generous notions of reduction, e.g. where in a computation forf one is allowed to use values of g at various inputs. The motivation to use projections here is that the results of sections 3 through 5 hold even for this stringent notion, and thus are stronger than when formulated with more liberal variants. In the analogy of "Turing-" or "Cook-"reductions, one would be allowed to evaluate a subroutine for g at several inputs in order to compute f. In a projection, one has a package for g, and only plugs in constants or inputs to compute f. EXAMPLE 2.13.
1. PROD and SUM are p-projections of ELSYMM. 2. PROD and SUM are p-projections of DET. This is obvious for PROD, and will follow from Theorem 3.1 for SUM. 3. PROD and SUM are not t-projections of each other for any t. 4. xl +xzx3 is not a projection of any symmetric polynomial (Fich et al., 1986) ~(a.1 ..... a,,,,.~,,i), oj = h.j~(ajl .... , bj,.j~) .
where b(a) is obtained by "substituting a in b", i.e.
for all n t> 3, and thereforefis a p-projection of h. The argument for "qp" is essentially the same, using that 2(log(211°gnfl)d ~ 2(logn) ~a.
(ii) Suppose that g is p-computable, andfa p-projection of g. Use notation t, m, c, a as in (i), and let uj = (u~l, •.., uj, ttj)) be the result sequence of a computation for gj, with l: ~ ~ t~ p-bounded. Using a,,t for every occurrence of xt in umt,) (1 <~ i <~ m(n)), we get a computation for f,,. The length of that computation is again p-bounded, and f therefore p-computable.
The argument applies mutatis mutandis to the other claims of (ii). []
Universality of the Determinant
In this section we show that the methods of linear algebra are, at least in principle, sufficient to devise feasible algorithms whenever they exist. More precisely, any p-expressible family of polynomials is a p-projection of the determinant; similarly for -qp".
Valiant complements his result by showing similar properties for the Boolean problems of transitive closure (for parallel algorithms) and of linear programming (for sequential algorithms), again under a restrictive notion of "projection". Jung (1985) shows that the discrete DET is complete for the probabilistic space class PrSPACE (log n), and that PER is complete for PrTIME (n°~l)). st+I It follows that all aESym I with a(1)<sl contribute a total of -det #(~01) to detM. Similarly, the aeSyml with st ~<a(1)<s contribute a total of -det#(%) to detM. Hence, det M = -(det #(q~l) + det #(%)) = -val(q~).
We now get #(~o) by adding to M a last row and a last but one column, consisting of all zeros except a one at the intersection ( We give three examples of this construction in Fig. 6 ; all blank entries are zero. One consequence of Theorem 3.1 is the "universality of the determinant", i.e. the fact that every polynomial over F is a projection of DET, for some n. We now show that also PER is universal; this result will be used in the next section. PROPOSITION 3.4. Let feF [xl,..., x,,] have expression size e. Then f is a projection of PER2e+2.
PROOf. Using the notation of the previous proof, we show that val(q~) = per(#(q~)). It is sufficient to prove that if a diagonal product p,(#(~0)) is non-zero, then a is even. With what we know about/~, the proof is an easy induction. [] Although the determinant and permanent share this absolute property of "universality", the computational implications differ wildly. As pointed out in Corollary 3.2, universality of the determinant (in the specific form stated here) allows us to identify the algorithmic notion of "qp-computable" with the algebraic notion of "qp-projection of DET". The universality of the permanent is pointless under this aspect, due to the notorious lack of feasible computations for the permanent.
It is natural to ask for families having the property stated in Corollary 3.2 for the determinant, but with "p-expressible" or "p-computable" instead of "qp-eomputable". Fich et al. (1986) Thus f, is the polynomial computed by the complete binary tree with n leaves and alternating layers of * and +. Then the family f= (f,),~N is p-expressible, and any p-expressible family of polynomials is a p-projection off No family consisting of symmetric polynomials has this property: xl +x2x3, e.g. is not a projection of a symmetric polynomial over any field F. For F = ?z2, this contrasts with the result of Skyum & Valiant (1985) that for every polynomial there exists a projection of a symmetric polynomial that assumes the same values everywhere. If a2, 4 = x~x2 + x lx3 +... is the elementary symmetric function of degree 2 in 4 variables, then V at, a2, a 3 ~Z 2 a~ +a2a 3 = tr2,4(a l, a~, a2, a3).
If F has characteristic zero, then also xl-x2 is not a projection of a symmetric polynomial. Let n~t~, and consider the following arithmetic circuit with inputs xl,..., x,, and t (d, e, i,j, k) 
. Find more "natural" families that are "universal" as the above examples. Is the determinant universal for p-computable polynomials (under p-projections)?

P-definable Families
In this section, we give a number of equivalent definitions of the very general class of "p-definable" polynomials. The p-complete polynomials are the computationally hardest among these. Valiant's hypothesis is the conjecture that some p-definable polynomials are not p-computable. It holds if and only if each p-complete polynomial is not p-computable. Finally, we find that the p-definable polynomials are closed under more natural operations than the p-computable ones. In the above definition, h consists of polynomials whose coefficients can be computed fast. We can think of the arithmetic expression for g as an efficient algorithm which, on input an exponent vector e, produces the coefficient of x ~ in h,. However, h itself may or may not be efficiently computable. Since such h are restricted to have degree at most 1 in each variable, we allow p-projections for the notion of "p-definable".
To motivate the definition, we note the following equivalent formulations.
THEOREM 4.2. Let f be a family of polynomials over F. The following are equivalent. (i) f is p-definable. (ii) f is p-definable as above, but with g allowed to be p-computable. (iii) There exists a p-computable family g and a p-bounded m: N ~ N such ghat Jbr all n f. = ~.. gm(.)(xl .... , x., e,,+ ~ ..... e,.o,))
. The proof of this theorem is non-trivial (Valiant, 1979a (Valiant, , 1982 .
(iv) As (iii), but with 9 required to be p-expressible. (v) There exists a p-computable g and p-bounded m: N ~ N such that f is a p-projection of h = (h,),E N
COROLLARY 4.3. Every p-computable family is p-definable.
PROOF. Use Theorem 4.2 (iii), with f= g. []
The property (iii) is similar in form to the following characterisation of NP. A language L is in NP if and only if there exists a p-bounded t: N ~ ~ and a language M in P such that
¥ n~N V x~E" (x~L¢~3 eeZ t(") x@ e~M).
Here, E is the alphabet, and @ a new symbol. If we rewrite the condition with characteristic functions as:
xL(x) = V zu(x @ e),
eE•r{n)
then property (iii) looks very similar, with the disjunction over e replaced by the sum over e. This similarity is supported by the following formal connection. We want to check that the polynomial h defined by g equals per((xij)). On substituting eE {0, 1} n×n, the first factor of # vanishes if and only if in some row or some column of e, more than a single 1 occurs. If the first factor does not vanish, then the second is zero if and only if some row has all entries equal to 0. Together we get g(e) ~ 0 .¢*. every row and every column of e has exactly one 1.
(In characteristic zero, we only need the factors 1 --X~jXkj with i ~ k in the first factor.) [] For the main results of this tutorial, we will use the following combinatorial interpretation of linear algebra. We consider complete weighted directed graphs G on a set N of nodes, with a edge-weight function
Obviously, the set of all such graphs on N= {I ..... n} is in a natural bijective correspondence with the set X" ×" of n x n-matrices, via
Under this correspondence, a permutation from Sym (N) corresponds to a cycle cover of G, and det A = ~ sign (c) " (product of weights on c), In pictures of G, we do not draw those edges that have weight 0. Figure 7 shows three of the graphs (=matrices #(~0)) constructed in the proof of Theorem 3.1, corresponding to the examples in section 3. All edges shown have weight 1, unless otherwise specified. We will use the following conventions. If G is a weighted directed graph with node set N, then Sym G is the group of permutations of N, and for a~Sym G, we have the diagonal product p~(G) = 1-I G(i, ~(i)). The combinatorial interpretation of matrices leads to considering the following polynomials. If S is a set of sets of edges of the complete graph, where the weight of edge (i, j) is an indeterminate xo, then E I-I XU
E6S (t,.I),~E
is the polynomial for S. Examples:
1. Permanent: S = {cycle covers}. 2. Hamiltonian circuits: S = {self-avoiding cycles covering each node}. 3. Hamiltonian paths: S = {self-avoiding paths from node 1 to node 2, covering each node}. 4. Spanning trees: S = {spanning trees in which each edge is directed away from node 1}. 5. Reliability: S = {edge sets in which there is a path from node 1 to node 2}.
Varying the number n of nodes of the complete graph in these examples, we obtain families of polynomials over F.
PROPOSITION 4.6. All the above families are p-definable. []
Most "naturally occurring" families of polynomials seem to be p-definable. Some of them--e.g, the determinant--are p-computable, while others--e.g, the permanent--have defied attempts to find polynomial-time algorithms for them.
We recall the central conjecture that in some cases no such fast algorithms exist:
VALIANT'S HYPOTHESIS. Over any field F, there exist p-definable families of polynomials that are not p-computable. []
Valiant's hypothesis is the arithmetic analogue of Cook's hypothesis "P ~ NP", which refers to Boolean computations. If Valiant's hypothesis were false, then PER would be p-computable, and indeed PER n could be computed by a program of depth O(log 2 n) and length n °~n. The general simulations of arithmetic computations over Q by Boolean computations (Ibarra & Moran, 1983; yon zur Gathen, 1985, Corollary 6.9 ) then yield Boolean circuits of polynomial size for the integer permanent. Since the integer permanent is complete for #P (Valiant, 1979b) , we have for the non-uniform versions of the Boolean complexity classes
P(NON.UNIFORM) ~ NP(NON-UNIFORM)=~ NC2(NON-UNIFORM) ~ # P(NON-UNIFORM) ~.
Valiant's hypothesis over F, when F is Q or a finite field. (In characteristic two, we use the p-complete family of Hamiltonian cycle polynomials instead of PER in this remark.) For a formal relation with the "uniform" Boolean conjecture, we would have to consider "uniform families (Q,),~ of straight-line programs", where a Turing machine, say probabilistic and polynomialtime bounded, can produce a description of Q,, on input n in unary (see yon zur Gathen, 1986 Proposition 2.14 has noted that both classes are closed under p-projections. In the sparse representation, von zur Gathen & Kaltofen (1985) showed that irreducible factors may grow more than polynomiaUy in size. Kaltofen (1986) surprised us by showing that this does not happen for straight-line programs: the p-computable polynomials are closed under god's and factorisation. The factorisation algorithm works over those fields over which univariate polynomials can be factored efficiently; these include finite fields and the field of rational numbers. (An unsolved technical problem still is to extract pth roots of polynomials over a finite field of characteristic p.) Kaltofen's results are "uniform" in the following sense: There is a probabilistic Turing machine, which takes as input a binary representation of two programs, a list of constants used, and a supply of random elements from a large enough finite subset of the field. It outputs a binary representation of a program computing the gcd of the two polynomials computed by the two input programs, using the given constants. The running time is polynomial in the input size (which, over Q, has to be defined carefully) plus the degrees of the two input polynomials, both for the new program and for the Turing machine. Similarly, Kaltofen can produce the irreducible factors of a polynomial, and also the reduced numerator and denominator if the input program computes a rational function.
These results provide justification for the condition of "p-bounded degree" for p-computable (or p-definable) polynomials. If no such degree bound is imposed, then even deciding whether the god of two univariate polynomials over Q is non-trivial is NP-hard (Plaisted, 1984) .
For the proper notion of substitution, one has to consider arrays g = (g,~),,~,~N, which can be substituted into a family of polynomials in the obvious way. Both complexity classes are closed under this type of substitution.
The coefficient in f~F [xl,..., x,] of the monomial x~= x~ ~.. .x, ~" (with ee N") is the unique polynomial g eF [xl,..., x,] for which there exists a polynomial h=E haxa such that a~N.
f= g'xe+h,
V i <~n (e~> 0~-x~ does not occur in g), V a e ~1" (h a # 0 =~ 3 i (e~ ~ 0 and a~ :~ e~)). In contrast, the class of p-definable families is closed under the operation of taking coefficients.
The p-computable functions are closed under partial derivatives 8f/~xl and integrals ~fdxi; see Baur & Strassen (1982) for a surprisingly strong result about derivatives.
However, it makes sense now to consider p-bounded application of these operators, and then p-computability may get lost: ~Yl 8y2 By, qn =PER,, However, the class of p-definable families is closed under these operations.
Finally, consider the operation "g defines h" of Definition 4.1 (i). Then Valiant's hypothesis is equivalent to the statement that the p-computable families are not dosed under this operation. It turns out that the p-definable families are closed under this "definition". An arithmetic analogue Po -Px ~ ' ' " of the Boolean hierarchy of Meyer & Stockmeyer (1972) would let P0 consist of the p-computable polynomials, and Pi would be composed of those polynomials that can be defined by polynomials in Pl-1. Then the above shows that this hierarchy eollapses: Pt = P2 .... •
The upshot is that among our two natural complexity classes, the p-computable families are somewhat vulnerable, but the p-definable ones are robust under the mathematical operations considered above.
P-complete Families
In this section we prove Valiant's central result that the permanent and Hamiltonian circuit families are p-complete. We start with an auxiliary structure, called "coupled permanents" (and proposed by Volker Strassen). Afterwards, we only have to show how to express these coupled permanents by ordinary permanents respectively by Hamiltonian cycle polynomials.
Let G be a (complete directed edge-weighted) graph on node set N with weights from a commutative ring R (i.e. a matrix from R N × N). A set is called a set of couples of edges of G if for all a= {(u, v), (u', v' )}, beP we have u ¢ u', v ~a v', and (a ¢ b~,a n b = ~). An edge of G corresponds to a position in the matrix, and a couple is an unordered pair. The two conditions say that the two edges of a couple originate and terminate in different nodes, and that any edge may occur in at most one couple of a set of couples. For an edge e --(u, v) s N x N and a e Sym G we write "e e or'" if and only if a(u) = v; this is consistent with the interpretation of cr as a subset of N x N. The set Sym (G; P) of coupled permutations is Sym (G; P) = {~r e Sym G: V {e, e'}sP (esa.~e'ea)}, and the coupled permanent per (G; P) is per (G;P) = 2
p,,(G).
o ~ Sym (G; P)
Thus per G = per (G; ~). PROOF. We will use the following construction. Let R be a polynomial ring over F (or a commutative F-algebra), x an indeterminate over R, A ~(Ru {x}) ~×s a matrix in which x occurs exactly m times, and Q a set of couples of edges of A. We construct a matrix C = y(A, x), containing A as a full subgraph, and a set P = n(A, x) of couples of edges of C such that ("C contains A as a full subgraph" means that we identify each node of A with a node of C. Although the edge weights in A and C of corresponding edges need not be equal, it is clear how to interpret Q as a set of couples of edges of C. Recall that all our graphs are complete.) Then we prove the lemma by an easy induction: We let (p be an expression for g/ of size e, Qo=¢, and Co---#(q~)eX 2e+2 the matrix from Proposition 3.4, where X=Fu{xl,...,
x,}, and per C0=O. Let m~ denote the number of occurrences of xl in Co. We get a matrix Ct and a set Qt for l~<i~n by letting R~ = F [xi, ..., xi-1, x~+ 1 ..... x,] , C~ = y(Cl-t, xi) and Q~ = Ql-i w 7r(Ct_ 1, xl).
Properties ( It is easy to see that a formula of size e can have at most e + 1 occurrences of variables, so that m~ +... + m, ~< e + 1. Then with B = C, and Q = Q, the claims of Lemma 5.1 hold. The construction of C and P proceeds as follows. C consists of A plus (disjointly) the graph C i on nodes {u0,. .., u,,+i, vi,..., Vm} (Fig. 8) .
All edges drawn have weight 1, except that C~(uo, ut)= x; besides these edges, every node Uk or v k has a self-loop: C i (Uk, Uk), C1 (Vk, Vk) = 1. Each edge weight of A is repeated in C, except that each occurrence of x is replaced by 1. For m = 0, C~ is:
(-~uo ~ ule-~ 1 k., o~e ,.J 1.
1
We number the occurrences of x in A as ei= (il,jl) ..... em=(im,js) , and let dk = (Uk, Uk+l) for 1 ~ k ~< m. Then P= {{dk, ek} : l ~k <~m} is a set of couples of edges for C. Properties (3.2) and (3.3) obviously hold, and it remains to prove (3.1). This is clear if m = 0, and we now assume m ~> 1. 
---a(SM).
Note that (SM)M~I 1 ...... I is a partition of S.
Then the following hold for all z ~ Sym(A; Q):
~ T.¢~ p~(A) -~ O, and
Vk ~ m (~(ik) =jk'~keM). ~ e TM .~ p,( A ) vs 0
Consider M ~ ~t and ~ e TM. Then a move #oc-1(~) = 1,
Here we use that ~r moves in t k if keM and aeS M. As an example, if m = 3, M = {2, 3}, and a(a)eTM, then a operates on C1 as in Fig. 10 . Now consider ~e T o. Then a-I(T) = {ao, al}, where ao uses all self-loops on C1, and r~ 1 on C~ is as in Fig. 11 .
We have
We also have that PROOF. The main step is the following construction which removes one couple from a coupled permanent. Let G ~ R t ×' be a matrix over a commutative F-algebra R, Q a set of couples of edges of G, and {e, e'} a couple of edges of G with {e, e'} ¢ Q. We will get a graph H = q(G, {e, e'}), which contains G as a full subgraph, such that (6.1) per (B,; Q~) = h, (6.2) B~eX ("+a°×~"+a°.
In particular, Q~ = ~, Bq~X "×" with s <~ 7e,+2n+7, and h,, = per (Bq). Thus h is a p-projection of PER.
The basic graph for the construction with properties (5.1) and (5.2) is the following "coupler" K on 3 nodes a, b, c (Fig. 12) . The edges drawn have weight 1, unless otherwise specified. If K (U [ V) denotes K with rows U and columns V removed, then the following hold: (Fig. 14) . Figure 14 illustrates exactly which connections between u, v, u', v' and a, b, c are required for each a e Sk. We first note that any a e S uses a matching number of in/out edges between G and K. Inspection shows that this implies 
cr,tu) = a, t~. 
I
i.e. of affixing _+ signs to the indeterminate entries x~j such that per (xi~) = det (+xo). Marcus & Mine (1961) proved that one cannot relate certain permanental and determinantal functions by linear mappings. In particular, for n ~> 3, there are no linear forms fAt in indeterminates xil (1 <~i,j, k, l<~ n) such that per (x~j)=det (fkl). Von zur Gathen (1987) proves that if the n x n--permanent is a projection of the m x m--determinant, then m >t 1.06n; Meshulam (1987) and Seress & Babai (1987) PROOF. For "(i)=~(i0", one has to check that the proofs of this section go through with "qp" for "p". Since DET is qp-computable (even p-computable), '~(ii)=.(iii)" holds by Proposition 2.14 (ii). "(ii/) ~ (ii)" follows from Theorem 3.1. "(i/) =*-(i)" is trivial. E/ Our next goal is to prove that the family of Hamiltonian cycle polynomials is p-complete. We first show that "coupled Hamiltonian cycles" can simulate coupled permanents, and then that ordinary Hamiltonian cycles can simulate the coupled ones. So let G be an arbitrary (complete directed edge-weighted) graph on node set N, and weights as in Fig. 15 , where (i,j) + is the successor of (i,j). All edges drawn have weight 1, except H(v~j, wul) = G(i,j) . Note that the same ri and cj occur in different beads. All beads are strung together on a "MSbus band" H (Fig. 16 ). Claims (10.2) and (10.3) obviously hold. We first note that there are only two ways that a Hamiltonian circuit a s HC(H) can traverse any bead (Fig. 17) .
For an edge e = (i, j) of G, we have the corresponding edge d~ = (v~ 1, w~jl) in H. We define p_c 2 beodss beod~1
Yes V, L2 \. \~°~lZ ",~. v13
Vl~j÷.~ V,. VI J t bead// beodl, j_1 as the set of couples corresponding to Q in a natural way: P = ({de, @}: (e, e'}eQ}.
We get a mapping
~ : HC(H ; P) ~ Sym (G; Q), ~(a)(i) =j if a(vtj)= Wux.
One checks that ~(a) is a permutation in Sym (G), since for each i, a passes through rt exactly once, and through one cj using the bead (i,j). It is then clear that also ~(a) e Sym (G; Q), and
p,(H) = p~,t,~)(G).
The claim (i0.1) is proven. The next task, simulating coupled Hamiltonians by ordinary Hamiltonians, is solved by the following construction. We will consider "special graphs" H, which have a special edge eo = (u, v) such that H(u, j) = H(i, v) = 0 for j ~ v, i ~ u, and H(u, v) = 1. Every a eHC(H) with p,~(H) v~ 0 contains eo. For the construction, we are given a special graph HeR t×t, where R is a commutative ring, and pc , {e, e'} e 2 such that Pw((e, e'}} is a set of couples of edges of H, in which eo does not occur. We construct a special graph C ~ 7(H, {e, e'}), which contains H as a full subgraph, and such that (11.1) hc(C; P) = hc(H; P u {{e, e'}}), Given this construction, we prove the theorem just as in Theorem 5.4. In Proposition 4.6 we remarked that HC is/9-definable, Using the notation n,e,, X=Fw{xl ..... x,}, Bo ~ X "×" and Qo from the proof of Theorem 5.4, it is sufficient to show that per (Bo; Qo) is a projection of HC, for some small n, by Lemma 5,1. From (10.1), (10.2), and (10.3) we get H ~ R t × ~, where t = 4u 2 + 2u, and P~ such that hc(H; P)= per (Bo; Qo). We make H into a special graph Ho by splitting node vll into two nodes z~ and zz, with special edge eo = (h, z2) (Fig. 18) . Let/9--#P and P = {cl ..... %}. Then/9 = #Qo ~< e,+ 1. We get special graphs In particular, per (Bo; Qo) = hc(Hp) and Hp e R 'x', where r ~< (8e, +4n) 2 + 142e, + 68n + 78.
It remains to construct C with properties (11.1), (11.2), (11.3). Assume that e = (u, v), e' = (u', v'), and eo = (Uo, %) is the special edge of H. C has the nodes of H plus 6 new nodes al, a2, a3, b, cl, c2. The edge weights are as in Fig. 19 . All edges drawn have weight 1, unless otherwise specified. For nodes i,j of H, we have C(i,j)= H(i,j) unless (i, j) e {e, e'}; C(u, v) = C(u', v') 
The special edge of C is (Uo, e 0. Properties (11.2) and (11.3) obviously hold. Let One checks that any aeS~ has the form in Fig. 20 and any aeS2 has the form in Fig. 21 .
Let P' = Pw {{e, e'}}. We have a mapping 
p~(H).
Similarly, we get Many thanks go to the participants of the DMV seminar, in particular to Volker Strassen and Michael Clausen, to the audience of a course in Toronto, in particular to Steve Cook, Faith Fich, and Charlie Rackoff, to the editor, Bruno Buchberger, and to the referees, for many helpful discussions and comments.
~2 : $2 ~ HC(H; P')
